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relationship. Perhaps it's not surprising;
talkoflove, &s Mearns andThorne suggest
(1938: 19), makes many practitioners

and theorists cringe-and with

good

reason perhaps. As Alban McCoy (2001:
I29) has obsenred, love' has become a
difficult word to use well; it can mean too
much or too little and can be stretched

Introduction
The word 'amater.lr', so often used as a
term of deriigration for something of poor

or second-rate quality, comes from Latin
and French roots, originally suggesting
a person who acts out of love. In this
paper I want to suggest that perspectives
which look at superwision in ways which
are open to the notion of love, and the
supenrisor as an 'amateur', may helpfully
articulate the supenrisory relationship
and pro."**. I also want to suggest that
this way of viewing supenrision may keep
me, as a supenrisor, alert to the levels
of supenrision which involve deeper
human relating and values, not merely to
professional concerrrs, important though
these are. I suggest that working with
openness to these deeperrelational aspects

increases the chances of superwision
accomplishing its pu{poses of supporting
the counseLlor lpsychotherapist and
strongly contributing to the well-being of
clients. In attempting to respond to some
criticism of supenrision based on personcentred theory, I also explore whether,
without an openness to notions of love,
supenrision could lose its heart' and
thereby run the risk of contributing to the
poor practice it seeks to prevent.

Is 'love' really an appropriate word?

One has to look quite hard to find
explicit attention given to explorations

of

'Love'

in

cou.nselhnglpsychotherapy

and sr-rpervision literature (for example
see Tudor & Worrall, 2OO2; Hawkins
& Shohet, 2000). There is a great deal
nelating to clients' experiences of love in
their life, and to love in transference, bu.t
I flnd little relating explicitly or directly
to the non-transferential therapeutic
relationship let alone the superwisory

into countless meanings. Appealing

to

love can be both profound and trivial.
With these difficulties it can make sense
to abandon its use in debate, using less
trictrry terms.
Perhaps partly as a result of this
general u.nease, love seems to have
become a privatised notion; something
of importance in private life where
we can maybe sit more easily with its
complexities and ambiguities, but which
is at best an embarrassment and at
worst a danger in professional contexts.
Perhaps this is no bad thing in itself. If
we are not clear about terms how can we
have meaningful discussion, and what
word could be more difficult to define?
However, when the Little Prince inAntoine
de Saint-Exupery's story is told by his
friend The Fox; 'Here is my secret. It's
quite simple. One sees clearly only with
the heart. Anything essential is invisible
to the eyes' (1945: 63). I suspect many
of his readers may nod in agreement but
would flnd it hard to define precisely
what the sentence means. From an
academic or professional perspective this
imprecision is probably unhelpful, but I
suggest that if we leave out more poetic
human perspectives simply because
they are hard to articulate (or not
easily Visible to the eyesJ we risk losing
something of importance. I am not for
a moment advocating that supervision
or counselling/psychotherapy can be
adequately understood simply and only
in terms of loving' our clients andf or
supervisees. Rather, I am wondering
whether leaving out (or even feeling a bit
embarrassed by) these hard-to-articulate,
aspects can lead to the impoverishmefi
of our theory and practice.
I am unhappy with what appears
to be to be a developing trend ..:i lffi
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three 'core'conditions before it) may be vulnerable to the
possibility of being reduced to being a process, or series
of skills which a couns ellor lpsychotherapist can use or
abuse. All approaches are vulnerable to the pressures
and compromises which increasing- professionalisation
appears to ask for. I hope that including love in thinking
about superuision is a way of staying true to the spirit
of what we are doing, so that that spirit can guide the
development of our work and not be smothered by it.
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